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å,BSTR¡,CT

fnventories pfay an important role in the

efficient functioning of an organization. A variety of
model-s for inventory management, most of which assume

that the unit cost of purchasing is independent of
time and free from inflatíon, are available in the

l-iterature. In this thesis with the aid of several

simplifying assumptions, such as

i) the supplier has multi-item to supply,

ii) supplies are subject to constant inflation, and

iii) the unit price is subject to the same inflation
as other inventory related costs, a model has been

developed which al-l-ows the determination of the

optimal quantity and the optimal quantity discount

schedule for a supplier under inflationary conditions.

This model- suggests that the optimal order quantity

increases as the rate of inflation increases.

The effect of inflation on a generalized EOe

formulation from both a buyerrs and a vendorrs

perspectives has been analyzed by considering two

common price policies a) fixed mark-up on purchased

cost, and b) fixed amount over purchase cost.The

analysis shows that the calculations of model related

to the first pricing policy ( fixed mark-up ) is
simpler than the one related to the second price

-l_l_l_-



policy ( fixed amount over purchase cost ) . In addition
to the inflation, effects of advertizing, price
el-asticíty and economies of scale have also been

incorporated in the formulation.

Most of the buyer t s and the vend.or's

inventory models assume the ideal conditions in which

vendor maximize his profits and buyer minimizes his
inventory related costs. However, such an ideal
situation is far from being real. More realística1ly,
vendor can maximize his profi-ts subject to the maximum

costs buyer is prepared to pay, and by the same token

buyer can minimize his inventory related costs subject

to the minimum profits acceptable to the vendor. In

addition to these constraints, there are other
constraints such as the floor space available to the

buyer and the maximum number of orders vendor can

handl-e. AIso I there are s ituat ions whe re

holding,/set-up costs of buyer as well as vendor and

some values of buyer I s costs and vendor t s profits are

known. A generalized mode1, which incorporates these

various constraints, has been developed by using two

separate approaches i) J_agrangian multiplier, and ii)
linear programmj-ng.

Both approaches yield identical results and provide a

functional relationship between the buyer's and

vendor's EOQs.

Following a simil-ar approach, a generalized

quantity discount model has been developed to increase

-t-v-



vendor I s prof j_ts and decrease

related costs at the same time

buyer I s inventory

The effect of announced price increases on

optimal ordering quantity has also been anarysed.The

anarysis shows that due to prJ-ce increases, the
optimal ordering quantity also increases creatingi cost
savings for the buyer.



CEAPEER- 1

TNTRODUCTTON

Inventory management has been haited

the most important manag:ement functions in
business climate. It plays a very J-mportant

national economy. The report of Time magazine

economy may be cited as an example.

to be one of

the present

ro.l-e in the

(1,982) on U. S

"Inventory Tiquidation has been driving the economy steadiTy
l-ower sjnce J.asË December Companìes have been emptying
warehouses, trimmìng stock piJes and cuttìng back ord.ers
from suppJ.iers. This ¡/as the major cause of the 3.ge drop in
the gross national- product durìng the first quarter
with jnterest rates high and saLes projectjons
dismal. . few bus jnesses seem eag'er to starÈ hastiLy
rebuiJ-ding their stocks to former l-eveJ-s,,.

The impact of inventory level-s on management performance

measures, such as financíal ratios, is immediate. Therefore,

inventory is usual-ly classified as one of the current assets

of an organization. A slight reduction in inventory lowers

assets and affects the financial ratio which is normaly

used as a measure of liquidity. Changes in the inventory

level may also affect revenues and operating expenses which,

in turn, may cause a perturbation in the operating profits

of an organization and affect its return on investment.

Consequently companies are allocating more resources to

controlling inventory.



A survey of L700 companies in J-98i. showed that 64& werearready usìng some form of inventory controJ- systems and
many others were considering doing so. ("ForLune', magazine
march(1981-) ) .

The recent report in "Fortune" Magazine (May 2s(rg}7))|

"whìJ-e aJ-most everything el,se decLined, sweTling businessìnventories pushed GNP growth to a 439 annuaJ- r.ate.,, Highlights the importance of inventory control.
rnsufficient Ínventories hamper production and fail

to generate adequate sares, whereas excessive inventories
adversery affect the cash flow and the liquidity position.
From either perspective, poor ínventory management can

present a serÍous threat to the viability of an

organization and can have disastrous effects on its
solvency (Monks (L977) ) . The sales department sees inventory
contror as fundamental to good customer service and feel_s

that manufacturing is inadequate if any item is not

avail-abl-e at the time it is due to be shipped. From the
financiar perspective, inventories are a necessary evil
that ties up capitar which courd be better used ersewhere.

operating managers have difficulty in understanding the

costs associated with carrying inventorÍes. They look upon

inventory contror measures with dismay because of the

apparent inefficiency forced on the plant. From the
manufacturer I s point of view, inventories should be an

unlimited resource.

Inventories in a business serve very much like the

suspension system of an automobile. ups and downs in sales

can be absorbed by inventory.Without inventories,

2



production v¡ould have to respond d.irectly to sales
service to customers is not to suffer.

rnventories also disengage manufacturing operations
from varying production rates. Lot size inventories make

possible fewer machine setups and higher machine

utilization (Ptossj- ( j.985) ) .

rnventories are necessary to gíve good customer

service, to run the plant more efficiently by keeping
production at fairly leveled rates and to run reasonable

sized manufacturing lots. rnventory is thus, not a necessary

evil- but, instead, a very useful shock absorber.

rnventories also make possible smooth and efficient
operation of an organization by decoupring individual
segments from the total operation, thus arrowing flexibirity
in pÌanning, production and marketing.As a resurt
production costs, materiar handling costs, purchasing costs
etc., which would contribute substantialry to a firm's
profitsrmay be considerably reduced e.g. ("Fortune* magazine

1981):

"The Minnesota study provÍdes the first statistica-zevidence of the big payoff companies can wring fromsophisticated inventory control-. rnstalLation costs rangedfrom -less than ç1001 000 for smaLl- companies to more than ÇJ-miTJion for large ones. But the aueràge jncrease jn annuaJ-ìnventory turnover was an asÉounding sa.3*. For the typical
company with $65 mil-lion ìn annuaL sales, that mad.e polhbJe
an ìnventory reduction of about $B miJJion, and a sàving of
$1. B mil-l-ion per year in carrying costs caLcuJ-ated at recentinterest rates.,,

ïnventory management broadly comprises deveroping,

imprementing and reviewing inventory policies relating to

íf
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procurement, storage, use and disposar of inventories to
achieve the requisite service l-evel while keeping the
investment in inventories within appropriate financial
constraints.

The concept of the economic lot-size was first pubrished in
i-915 and a statisticar approach to determiníng ord.er points
r^ras presented by vtilson in 1- 934 . However, these f airly
sophisticated techniques of ínventory management had very

littre application. perhaps this was because of rack of
encouragment of scientific management in the 1930's and

1940rs. During the depression of the 1930's the most

important objective of most companies was survival. Durj-ng

the late 1940's when pent-up demand provided a ready market

for every articre that courd be produced, inventory contror,
leveling workload and competition on the basis of customer

servíce - were not important in most business operations.

rn the meanwhile the scientific theory of inventory
control has developed gradually. The scientific management

movement from the early 1900rs to vtorld war rr, had helped

to províde a basis for production and inventory contror.
Management scientists started to direct their attention to
production and inventory contror in those cases where the

essential-s of the problem could be expressed numerícal-Iy and

statisticat probability theories coutd be appried and many

of the decisions courd be made as a result of balancing

alternative sorutions. considerabl-e progress vias made in
forecasting, inventory contror and mathematical programming.

There have been two streams of development in the

4



field of inventory operations. one is represented by the
mathematical abstraction of the inventory system in which

the major effort has gone into modeling the process and

searching for optimal policies in terms of minimi zrng

relevant costs. The other stream is prj-marily concerned with
practical issues such as demand and cost measurement, system

design, relations among logistics and other industrial
management functions and system management, ( e.g, Magee

(1-968) and Brown (L967,L977) ) .

An inventory system can be defined as a coordinated

set of rules and procedures that al-low for routine decisions

to be made on the quantity and timing of order of each item

needed ín the procurement manufacturing and processes to
meet customer demand. The question regarding how much to
order is answered by the "economic order quantity" (EOe) .

The EoQ provides an optimal order or rot size by minimizing

the cost components such as the ordering costs, the
ínventory carrying cost and the stock-out cost (it shortages

are permitted). EoQ formulas apply to j-ndividuat items and

indicate an optimal condition for each item based on some

definite assumptS-ons regarding costs. The EOe approach has

some signifj-cant advantages for example, for a family of
items for which set-up and inventory carrying costs are

about the same, the EOQ approach provides a much simplified
method of calculating optimal ofder quantity for each item.

When there is a restriction on the number of orders that can

be handled by thÍs approach to obtain the least total lot
size inventory for the family of items, a very important
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point is often overlooked: The application of EOe's is much

more effective when items are grouped together.

Unfortunately, the EOQ formulas have l_ittle or no

practical application, mai-nly because they are based on many

assumptions, such as the amount of inventory carried is a

direct result of the number of orders placed and the

inventory will be withdrawn at a fairly uniform rate. EOe

further assume that the only factors significant in the

calculation of the most economical lot size are those

included in the formulas and that costs relating to ordering

and to carrying inventory vary uniformly with the size of

the lot ordered.

For the more realistic results from the EOe

approach it is necessary to modify the EOQ calculations.

For example, SCRAP LOSSES can be offset by inflating the l_ot

size by the percentage of average loss expected. MINIMUM

QUANTITIES can be established to place a floor under the

calculated EOQ's to refl-ect a vendor's minimum purchase of

quantities or batches of items made from one unit of raw

material. MAXIMUM FIGURES are set as a ceiling on

calculations for bulky items where space limitations exist.

Calculated EOQ's are also adjusted to even multiples of

packaged l-ots (such as dozens, pallet loads) r contaíner

batches in which the items are moved or units of raw

materj-al(coits, bundtesrdrums etc) from which the item is

made.

6



OB.'ECTIVES

The EoQ formulas contain many assumptions. several

attempts have been made in the past to rerax the assumptions

involved in the classical EOe model- by, for example,

introducing multi-items under constrained systems, quantity

discount schedules, consideration of infl-ationary trends
etc. rn most of the work involving these modifications the

classical EoQ model is considered only from the buyer,s
perspective, such as how much to order in order to minimize

inventory-related costs and how a buyer shourd react to a

quantity- discount schedule (Hadley and whitin (l-963), chase

and Aquilano (l-981-) and Sil_ver and peterson (1985) ) . The

theory approachi-ng the problem f rom the vend.or's
perspective.i.e. how to order to maximize profit and how a

vendor or sel-ler should develop a discount pricing structure
is much less established.

Infl-ation is a world-wide phenomenon; in particular
the L970's may be rightly called the decade of inflation. rn

the business world of industrial change and complexity of
business actívity when the worl-d is affected by double digit
inflation and the size of inventory is becoming very large,

most of the inventory projectíons based upon historicar cost

may provide misleading information and, therefore, coul_d. be

detrimental to the interests oi an enterprise. AII of the

literature concerning economic lot size calcurations und.er

inflationary conditions (constant and variabre rate of
infl-ation) consider the situation from the buyer's side

7



(e.9, Buzacott (I977) rGupta(l-987) and Aggrawal (1981) ) . No

work has been done which treats the infrationary effect from

the vendor t s perpsective. rnflation affects the economy as a

whole so it is worthwhile to see the effect from the

vendorrs point of view as well.

Quantity discounts are also among the important

issues of inventory control because quantity discounts may

give buyers cost-l-owering opportunities beyond those

expricit in the discount schedul-e itself. To lower cost per

unit, a buyer may order guantities larger than necessary and

enter prearranged resare agreements or adhoc brokerage

situations. Many examples are available in the literature to
show how quantity discounts are beneficial to the buyer

(e.g,Had1ey and Whitin(1963), Hax and Candea(1984)).But it
is also beneficial- for sel-l-ers in the sense that serrers
save in several lrrays by sellj-ng fewer, larger ord.ers to
their customers. one such saving arises from l-ower sales

costs ín that fewer sal-es carls are made, fewer ord.ers are

processed and so on. A second saving arises from lowered

costs for raw materiars because quantity discounts are often
avairable to the seIler. Third, the time value of money is
taken in-to account because larger revenues are availabre
for reinvestment for longer periods. FinalIy, Ionger
production runs without attendant increases j-n holding costs

are possible (Monahan (1-984) , Crowther (l-964) ) .

With the help of discounts a seller can maximize

profits by modifying the buyer's order policy (Lal and

stael-in(1984) ) . But there is a need for discount policies

I



which not only maximize the vendor's(seller's) profíts but

at the same time minimize the buyerrs ínventory-related

costs. In this area, some work has been done (for example

Banerjee(l-986 b) with a joint economic lot size approach,

Dada and shrikanth (1-987) ) . But they stil-1 overlooked one

important area in that their models are not applicable in
different markets where the aimed-for profits and costs are

preassigned.

The main objectives of the present thesis are:

(i) To deveJ-op a more generalized inventory mode]- from both

buyer I s and vendor's perspectives under constrained

system.

(ii¡ To analyse the vendorts inventory problem und.er an

inflationary environment with a constant rate of infration
for mul-ti-products under constrained system.

(iii) To analyse both buyer's and vendorrs perspective with
inflation under a different pricing policy.
(iv) The development of generaJ-ized quantity discount
schedules from buyerfs and vendor's perspectives.

(v) The optimal ordering quantity for an announced price
increase for the buyer.

(vi) Application of sensitivity analysis to inventory
systems in different areas with the help of numerical

examples.

I



SCOPE OF TEESTS

The scope of the thesis is as follows:
(i) The emphasis is mainly on the development of
theoretical aspects of inventory system. This needs

demonstrat j-on through actual- case studies.
(ii) The proposed model-s are illustrated by irrustrative
exampres. However, rear-life data not being available, these

coul-d not be used for testing these models.

(iii) only deterministic moders are considered. Demand and

lead time uncertainties are not covered..

(iv) The models under infrationary condition are studied in
relation to cost minimization und.er a constant infration
rate with the condition that the inflation rate shoul-d be

l-ess than the j-nventory carrying costs.

(v) Most of the i-nventory models are anarysed without
shortages.

(vi) An attempt is made to study one buyer's and one

vendor I s case.

(vii) No specific case is consid.ered either at the national
or orgranizational- level- , due to the constraint of time and

IÍmited scope of the study.

10



LAYOUT OF THE THESTS

Chapter 1

This introductory

objectives and scope of

chapter contains greneral literature,
the thesis.

Chapter 2

rn this chapter¡ âfl inventory control- vend.or moder- in
terms of an economic quantity discount (EeD) schedule under

the effect of infl-ation has been developed and analysed.

Chapter 3

The effect of inflation on generalized economic ord.er

quantity modelled from the buyer's and the vendorrs
perspectives has been analysed in this chapter. The model- is
examined using two pricing policies given by Buzacott (l-975)

under three scenarios given by Lee and Rosenbl_att (l_986) and

the assumptions provided by subramanyam and Kumaraswamey

( 1981) .

Chapter 4

fn this chapter, a new approach to inventory control_ is
provided. The objective has been to develop a generalized

inventory control model which considers the perspectives of
both the buyer and the vendor. Úrre moder uses two different
approaches. namely (i) the application of Lagrangian

multipriers in conjunction with the Kuhn-Tucker conditions

and (ii) the application of linear programming. It is shown

11



that both approaches yield the same results. The approaches

developed are il-lustrated by numerical example.

Chapter

rn this chapter a generalized optimaì- quantíty discount

approach, which minimizes buyer's costs and maximizes

vendor's profit, has been developed. Through the dual

variables a relationship between vendor and buyer model-s and

related pricing schemes has been establ_ished.

Chapter 6

This chapter deats with a situation in which a buyer

has an opportunity to place a speciar order before an

announced price increase takes effect.The proposed model is
examined under three scenarios which take into consideration
the effects of factors such as advertisement and damage

during shipment.

CN.EPTER 7

concrusions and suggestions for further work have been

1ísted under this chapter.

12



NOTATTON

ã, ttl : The vendorrs ord.er processíng and manufacturing

set-up cost for the jtn item ($/order) at time ,,trf 
.

Aoj : The vendor's order processing and manufacturing

set-up cost for the j.n item ($/order) .

A1(t) : The buyerrs cost of processing and procuring an

order at time t.

A2(t) = The vendorrs set up cost per set up at time t.

À,1 : The buyer's ordering or processing cost per order.

A2 : The supplier's (vendorrs) prod.uction setup cost per

setup.

B = Amount of demand unsatisfied and put on back ord.er

list .

c-i(t) : The vendorrs unit manufacturing cost excl-usive ofJ

order processing for ith items at time ,rttr.

coj : The vendor's unit manufacturing cost excl-usive of

order processing/ manufacturing set-up and

inventory carrying cost ($/unit) for the jth

items.

Cj : The number of inventory cycle over the planning

period rÏ,r for the j.h item.

C1(t) : The cost per unit at time t incurred by the buyer.

Ct(L) : The unít production cost at time t incurred by the

13



vendor.

Cl : The buyer's unit purchase cost.

c2 : The vendor's total variable production cost per

unit.
IC1 : Cost per unit.

c2' : cost per unit after the announced. price increase

becomes effective (C2't"r' )

Dj : The total yearly number of units of item 'j'demanded

bY the customer; j : I, 2t N.

D : The total yearry number of units demanded by buyer.

d (K) : Per uni-t dolIar discount .

f : Upper limit on the floor space available.

fj : Floor space required by one unit of the j.h

item. s/year) .

Hl : The vendor,s holding cost of the j.n item expressed

as an annual percentage (%/year) .

h, (t, t+w) : Hr{ {t ) w, the inventory holding cost of item )

produced at tj-me t and held in stock untíI time t*w.

h(t,t+l¡= rnventory holding cost in ç/$/ unit time at time t

and held in stock until t+1. It is usual_Iy assumed

that h(trt+l) : H where H is the inventory holding

cost in ç/$/ unit time.

H1 : The buyer's inventory holding cost in do1lar per

dol-l-ar per unit of time.

14



H2 : The vendor's j-nventory hording cost in dol_lar per

dollar per unit of time.

Kj : Infl-ation rate for the j.h item.

K : Rate of inflation (percentage/ unit time).
*

K : Optimal discount rate.

k : Positive integer, greater than or eguaÌ to one.

L : Planning period.

M2 : The vendor, s gross profit on sa1es.

M : Gross profít expressed as a percent.

N : Number of times the product is advertised.

p(t) : Sel-Ling price per unit at time t.

Qj : Order quantity for the j.h item.

Qj" : Optimal order quantity for the j.n item.

Q., & Q5: order quantity (production batch size) per order from

vendor and buyer's perspective.

O : Current order quantity before price increase

Qopt Special order quantity.

R : Vendor I s annual production rate for the item per

unit of time.

Rj : The vendor's annual- inventory production rate of the

jthitem (units /year) .

s : Shortage cost for each unit short.

Tj : fnventory cycle for the jth item.

15



TC : Total system cost.

ITCt : Total inventory related cost before the price

l-ncrease.

ITCz : Totar inventory rerated cost after the price

l_ncrease.

TCr : The buyer's total_ rel_evant cost per period.

u : Fraction of number of items that are damaged oï
are defective.

v Unit cost of selting a defective item.

zu & zb: Net prof it per un j-t time f rom vendor and buyer's

perspect j-ve, and Z!, 22 and 23 are net prof it for

scenario's lt 2, and 3 respectively.

ClpD : Advertising expenditure (0

fraction of the total revenue or we can express it

as CMCr'D.

fIz : The vendorrs total profit per periodi

F (Q) : TC2' (Q) - TC1' (Q)

16



CEAPTER-2

TMPACT OF TNFI,ÀT]ON ON ECONOMTC

OUÀI{¡TTTY DISCOUNT

SCTTEDULE TO TNCREå,SE VE}VDOR PROFITS

rnventories pray an extremely important rol-e in a

natj-on's economy. rn canada, the total- inventories hetd by a

typical canadian manufacturer represent on the average 34e"

of the current asset and 90% of the working capital_ (sirver
& Petersonr 1985) . Herron (r979) suggested that for many

firms inventory cost could be as much as pre-tax operating
profits. Thus a small decrease in ínventory cost could

resul-t in substantial gains in an organizations

profitabirity (gart,1983) . over the past severar years the

literature dealing with inventory contror systems has been

exproding. severar models have been suggested that are

appricable under a variety of conditions (Buffa and

Mil-1er (l-979) 
' chase and Aquilano (1981) , Hadley and vühitin

(l-963) , sil-ver & Peterson (1985) ) . Recently, Gupta (1987)

has developed an inventory control model with infration from

buyer's perspective. Most often, the main objective in these

models is to minimize the buyer's total- cost related to
inventory. rt is the buyer who is advised to best respond

to the fixed quantity discount schedure of the suppJ-ier.
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The literature dealing with supplier's perspective is
extremely sparse (Dada and srikanth, LgB7,. Lee and

Rosenblatt, 1-986). Lal and Staelin (1984) suggested that
the discount pricing structure implicitly or expJ_icit J_y

assume that dj-scounts are given by the sel_ler in response to
pressures from a large buyer. They further contend that
there are numerous sj-tuations in which a large seller offers
a discount to a large number of smarl- buyers who tack the
economic power to demand such a price discount.

Goyal (L977) was perhaps the first researcher who,

under the assumption of an infiníte production rate,
formulated a model to determine the supplier's economic

production policy in response to the buyer's purchase order.
Banerjee(1986a) generarized this model by incorporating a

finite supplier production rate.
A price discount approach for encouraging the

customer (buyer) to deviate from his economic policy in
order to increase or maximize the supplier's profits was

initially suggested by Monahan (1984) . LaI and Stael-in
(l-984 ) in their approach simirar to that of Monahan,

extended the model to incorporate variabl_e ordering and

shipping costs and situations in which the suppJ_ier faces

numerous groups of buyers, each having different ordering
polícies.

More recently Banerjee(l-986 b) has pointed out that
Monahan's model is essential-ry correct when the supplier is
only an intermediatory between the producer and the retailer
and, in the process/ incurs onj-y a negligible inventory

18



carrying cost or none at all. He developed a generalj-zed

version of Monahanrs model and demonstrated its equivalence

with the joint economic lot size approach.

Joglekarrs(1985) approach is different in the sense

that he gives more importance to marketing goals and then

develops a quantity discount moder aimed at maximi zing
vendor profits.

All- models revj-ewed above f or determining the

supplierrs optimal inventory policy have assumed that the

unit cost of purchasing is independent of time and free from

infl-ation. Therefore, the purpose of this chapter is to
determj-ne the optimal supply quantity and the optimat
quantity discount schedule for a supplier under inflationary

condition. The model presented in this chapter is a

generalízed form of Monahan's (1984) and Banerjee's (1986b)

moders. rn this chapter¡ w€ have made the same assumptions

as Monahan (l-984) and Banerjee (l_986 b) , in addition to the

following: (i) the supplier has multiple items to suppJ_y,

(ii) supplies are subjected to constant infl-ation, and

(iii) the unit price is subject to the same inflation rate

as other inventory related costs.
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This section deals with the situation in which N

items are stocked. The problem is to determine the vendor,s

opt j-ma1 quantitie" Q, '" ( j : 1- | 2,

minimize the total system costs (and maximize vend.or's
profits) wÍth inventory over a prannj-ng horizon under

inflation and under certain constraints such as (i) fl-oor
space constraints, and (ii¡ constraints on the number of
orders. However/ it shoul-d be possible to incrude more

constraints. rn this chapter our objective is to minimize

total cost in order to maximize vendor's profit .

A simple r^¡ay to consider inftation in the
development of inventory models is to assume that there is a

constant inflation rate of

...f N).

Kt for the jtn item (j : L, 2,

Let the unit cost of the j.h item at time 't, be

Xj(t), which becomes Xj(t + õt) at time t + ôt through

inflation.

This cost structure has been employed. in the
development of the inventory moder in this section to
incorporate the effect of infration for various
inventory-related cost parameters.

f t will- be assumed here that the vend.or is

distributor as weII as manuf acturer. ã. (t) and C-, (t )) I'

being assumed constantrwe can write
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Kit
Aj(t) =Aoje )=I,2, N

K,t
cj(t) :coje j=1,2, N

(1)

(2)

Total system costs over a given planning period rLr plT¡

(where pj is an integer) are equal to ordering costs +

purchasing: costs * inventory carrying costs

The ordering cost for jth item is given by:

Aoj + Ar (ri) + Ai (2I j) + + A¡ (pt 1) Tj. (3)

Kltr KrTr

=Aoj (e--l)/(e"-1)

The purchasing cost for jth item is

Djrj[coj + õrtrr) + õt eT)) + ...... + dt(pi- 1)rj]

(4)

= DjT jcoj ("*f - 1)/ (er(Jr, - 1)

The inventory carrying cost for the j.n item is:
E lni

=II*t,(t,t+w¡ dw
¿

m=0 wI' )

(5 )

Þ.-1 ÎJ

=I Iol ',þ,*r,,'o*n=u w=o )
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2

T.
l

2

0,-1 2

ïD,
L¿ñ
m=0 i

H.C , (mI, )

(6)

Assuming that K.

are negligible,

Thus the average

ic

TC (L, Tt,Tz,. . ., Tr)

with,

DjTj : Qj

is smal-l enough

we have

its higher pov¡ers

for all items

Klr
e -1

22tKjTi * K.T./ 2

such that 3
K. and

l

KJTJ

e - 1 = L + K.T.
ll

22
K.T,

. ll
2-

K',T'.
= IIrF . I l

ll 2

total- system varj_abl_e cost

Él
,\)

N

=TC =I
l=l

('t )

(

loo, 
* Dj'rco: o olt, .0,

\

(B)
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FLOOR SPACE CONSTRATNT:

Let fj(j : Lt 2l

required by one unit of the jth item and 1et r f, be the upper
limit on the total f loor space avairable. rf the f l_oor

space constraint is not to be viorated by any order quantity

Qj (of the jtn item) at any time, the foltowing condition

must be satisfied:
Nr

LfjQ)<f. (e)
l=l

By substitution of the value of ej from (B), equation (9)

becomes

Initially the problem

(10), i.e. r^re minimj_ze

yields

tU

is sol-ved ignoring the constraint

over each T*'s separately. Thisl

(10 )

-1
(11)

KT
ll

T, for the optimal val-ue of

N

Lt.o.r < r
-lf)j=1

,(

r lo,,¡=, \

22
D,H. C- . T.

+D.T.c-.+ ll ul l
llul 2R.

)
22t+ K.T./2
I I'

KJI

By differentiating (11) w.r.t

the T+ t s, we crêr
_)

dTc

-_ 
^-UdT,

l
(j = 1, 2, ...t N)
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2
D.

l
Rl

H, T.C_ .l l ul

so that

Since D¡Ti = ej,

get:

c^,
u't

so that

or=

o,=

- Ao j (L + K,Tj) * Djcoi l[l, l. ,*,

(D, +
)'; [',+ -,) =

- *,) = o

-0 (tz¡

(1s )

putting the value of in 1r3) we canrTl

l

2 ooj Kioi) (14 )

(13)

Solving Equation ( j_4) :

a elrx| * s co,

24
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PARTTCULAR CASES:

(i) If there is no infl-atíon i.e. if Kj: O V items an¿

):L, then the optimal quantity given by equation (15) is the
same as that in the Banerjee's modeI (l_9g6arb) .

(ii) If there is no inflation, i.e. if Ki:0 V items,

there is no carrying cost (i.e. Hi:0 V items) and l:I,
then equation (11) is the same as given by Monahan.

(iii) From equation (16) we see that the ej'" are real
only when the following hoJ_ds:

rf the Qj'" of (16) satisfy ( 9) the ej '" are optimat .

Otherwise, if the er,s of (16) do not satisfy (9), the

constraint is violated and the er's (16) are not optimal. To

find the optimal- values of e,,s we then appfy the Lagrangian

multiplier technique, using the Kuhn-Tucker(1951-) conditions
approach.

Let p denote a Lagrrangj-an multiplier and let

TC : F (L, Tr, Tr, T", Ll)

(, I
4,4* I to,lo, ç *,J0, o, : o ror v H >K
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"( 
K'tr

,ol',t','; ll+' 4- ,ll*r, * ^"'/ 
\r r 2

the conditions :For optimal Tj'"

aa=
ðr.

l

must hold.

Thus

ð¡'

ðr.
l

["-*- ,)

and

N_s2
l=r

D ,r.c- .I I ul

l.-[*',".')[^,, 
.

[ [,,,- .F 
I [,,.,, 

- ],,,,.,,1 - [*, - ^],,)\" , )\ -j

]+

(17 ¡

j : 1, 2, ..., N and
ðr

-< 0
ðp-

¡ir¡. c . rÍ
Aoj *Djrjcor -ï*-

l

[,,,,,-+l

tuf .D.'ll (18 )

(19 )

From the Kuhn-Tucker(1951-) condition if F : O then Xfrnrr,

f

should satisfy.

ðr

ðp

N_s- /-¿
j=1

f,D.T.-f<0
)) l - -
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After simplification of equation (18) IÁIe get:

A^. (l+K.T.) + D,Cul I i' -j-oj
['-+[', f ^,] 

-

a

*,orl

-t

zn. I))

2u.f .K.' ll
(n
lo,r\r

åi=' + åt

\2xr ìI rl
2) =0 120)

After substituting li = u*f - t

(B) / the optimal val_ue woul_d be:

2 oo, Þj + KjQj )

and the value of T.
l from equation

(2t¡

['-

:

orders that can be

This requires that

0.=
)

coj --,) -

Let

placed during

the following

h be the maximum number of
the planning period L.

condítion must be satisfied

<h (22¡

order. The only

of purchases.

the items, with

We assume that there is no fixed cost per
costs are inventory carrying costs and cost
Thus the total variable cost f or al_l_

Lagrangian multipliers is: TC : E (L, Tr, lr, T", n)
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22
K.T .ll

2

The essential_ conditíons of optimality are:

= 
å 

(o,',t., )("-o - ,) /(-,r, -
).'(å

(o,t,to, ) (-,(*,,,-ô¡

- 5l'
2J

1

T,
l

123)

(24)

t

("-o- ,)
2 2 \

+) (o"0,)- zl+ x.r. I) tJ

ðr.
l

(^,,,.

1-î;= o

T.
l

N_s
Ll
l=r

using (8), equation (24) becomes

I *+ ì Drcor-fe'-r) l=

and, if îl* is the value of

satisfy (25),

NAE f 1

at = 
È r - ¡ s o

D.J-nso
Qj

22
K.T.

ll
2

'(i

n>0

qz5)

n such that Q j*'" of (26)

*:+0.=
)
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NUMERTCAL EXÀMPLE

Paramete¡/rtemli¡ 1

Dl 2000. oo 5OO.0o

Co j 2o.oo 40. oO

Aoj 50. O0 1OO. OO

H¡ o.4o 0.42

Ki 0.l_o . 05

f j L. 05 2.05

Ri 2667 .OO BOO.0O

Total floor space area avairable : 400.00 m2. The
optimal- lot sizes in the absence of the space const.raint are
given by:

Qr : 224.86

Qz : LI2.430

ff these ej'" were used, the maximum floor space

required for inventory would be:

(1 .05) (224 . B6) + (2. 05 ) (tr?.43O) : 466.5 m2

This is greater than the maximum avair_abre froor
space(i.e. 400 m2) for inventory. Hence the constraint is

violated and, on introduction of a Lagrangian murtiplier v,

the optimal er's are

29



= (1.05)

+ (2.05)

2 (2667 ) (50)
( .4) (20)

*4(2 + þ')f'*
V10o+1600000(2+p*)

l
400 s.q. m.

items in the

of the space

rF lboo *v1 + 16000(2 + tt )=;¡; (2 + ¡¡ ¡

Il* : .72

-1

Consequently, the optimal er,s are
*

Q, = L92.555

Q2 = 96 '2'r'Ì

The minimum total system cost for the two
presence of the space constraint is:

TC : 469L2.73266

PARTTCULAR CASE:

If there is no inflation, i. e.

K1:K2:0,

the opti-maÌ order quantities in the absence
constraint are given by:

Qr= = L82 .59

100 + 16000 00 (2 +

30



Qr=
2 (800) (100)

(.a21 Us¡
= O? qO

¿, . JJ

If these Oj'" were used, the maximum floor space

inventory would be:

f - (1,82.59) (t_. 05) + (97. s9) (2.0s)
: 391.78 (sq. m. )

This is less than the maximum all_owable space in
Hence the constraint is inactive.
Thus

= Q1 = 182.59

: Q, = 97.59

required in

inventory.

Q1

u2
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The unit cost of an item is not aÌways i_ndependent
of the quantity produced. Discounts are generarì_y offered
for the purchase of rarger quantities. These discounts take
the form of price breaks of the foll_owing type:

Let quantities go : 0, er, g.2r ... r g.ir .. . r em/ Çlm+r ,

(qi'9i*r,j:1-t2l

quantity O at time t is

cost per unit is

Cj (t) : Coj"*"

clearly, Co, j-s the per

attimet:0,

eisQ(Qi+1

ttd Coj*, < coi*r < Coj.

Let TCj (L, O) be the averagle

Then

Purchased and g: I Q < gi * r, the

unit purchase cost for O items

cost over I for g.S e_J _ .1 + t.

r c, (L,

where j : 0,

fn Lhis way one

(Kr\
I e -1 I z
| 
........- r¿l)

[z oxo r x'ç' )
q) =[* + Q C^, +

ul

It cotQ

2R

1-t 2t ...t n

canobtainm+1

32
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Coj.ThesecostcurVeSdonotíntersect,sinceTCi*1(L,0)<

TCj(L, O) for all A.

The sor-ution procedure can be exprained with the
help of a numerical example. Let

D : 500.00 Ao : 20

Q1 : 200 Q2 : 250

R_800

CASE I No Inflation:

To determine the optimal

Q(2) does not satisfy

Q(2) is not physicalì_y

one should compute the following:

AoD

q2

H_ K_ I2

cor- : 2'4 co, 2

Q, first compute e(2)

= 230.94

The second stage is begun by computing

: 21,0.8185

al1owable

33

g{z) ¡ 250; hence

real-izable. Therefore

= l-086.875tC (Cr) = DCo, +

2AoR

HCo,

g {r) 1" as 200 < Q(1) < 2SO



Then

: r294.868

rc (ez)

optimal val_ue of O
Thus Q* : e2 : 2SO

occurs at the first
CASE II

Inflation exists i.e., K

of K compute Q(2) as:

Q(2) is allowab1e as

val-ue of e occurs at

The table
quantity at different

rc[0.'') =Dcol++-
a

uin lrc te, t , rc to(t) t ]

is optimal and th

price break itself.

For the given val-ue

= 403.088

Q(2' : 403 . i- is optimal and the optimal-

g(z) : 403.1-.

below represents the optimal order
values of inflati_on rate.

K 0.000

Q* 230.94

TCQ* 1086.8

.025 .050 .07s 0.1.2s

249.61, 273.34 304.88 420.2

1048.63 L050.25 l_054.45 L037.82

.15

557 . 94

r_015.07
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CONCLUSTON

The results obtained in this chapter demonstrate
that the economic quantity discount is affected by
inflation, and the effect becomes moïe significant. at higher
values of inflation rates. The vend.orrs optimal quantity
shows how the constraint is active under inflationary
condition. This study irr-ustrates the importance of taking
into account inflation and discounting.
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CEÀPTER 3

ECONOMTC ORDER OUANTTTTES

A major concern of inventory management is to know
when and how much to order (or to manufacture) so that the
total cost per unit time is minimized. The totar cost
incl-udes the costs of carrying, shortage and common
repJ-enishment or set up and the purchase or production cost.
Since the early work of Hadley (1,g64) several significant
contributions have been made in determining the economic
order quantity(Eoe), (chase and Aquirano (1981)). However,
the studies incorporating explicitly the effect of inf]ation
and time value are sparse . Brown (1,g67 ) considered
minimizing the present varue of ar-1 the future costs by
considering the step increase in price due to inflation.
Bierman and Thomas (1,977) proposed a moder to determine Eoe
by minimizing the present varue of arl future costs under
inf lation ' A simír-ar approach r,iras taken by .fesse
et.al. (1983). Buzacott (1975) showed that with inflation the
choice of the inventory carrying charges used in the Eoe
formul_a depends on the company, s pricing policy. He

determined EOe under the following conditions:
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(a) The price includes a fixed mark up on the purchase cost

(b) The price inct_ud.es

cost.
a fixed cash amount over the purchase

(c) The price is determined by the purchase cost plus ar_I
interval costs allocatable to them.

Aggarwal (1gBr-) dever-oped methods of calculating EoQ

when a bulk order coutd be placed before an impending step
increase in purchase cost. Misra (]-glg) developed a model_

which considered time discounting and two different
j-nf lat ion rates . His approach r^ras similar
sugigested by Bierman and Thomas (1g77) .

Subramanyam and Kumaraswamey (19g1_) developed a

model (s-K moder) for determining the economic ord.er
quantity (without inflation) that takes into account the
effects of factors such as advertising and the possibility
of some of the ordered items being damaged. Lee and
Rosenblatt (LgB6) re-examined and re-formur-ated the s-K
model- under three di_fferent scenarios.

rn this chapter the objective is to analyze the
effect of infration on a generalized Eoe formuration from a

buyer and a vendor's perspective by considering the first
two common pricing poricies consídered by Buzacott (1975)
under the three scenarios given by Lee and Rosenblatt (1986)

and the assumptions of the S-K model.

The effect of infration on a vend.or lot size moder
under various constraints is analyzed by Bector et

to the one
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a1' (l-987) . However they do not consider the effect.s of
damage and advertisement cost as given in the s_K model.
This work presents the effects of a constant infr_ation under
given pranning horizon on a generalized buyer,s and vendorrs
model-.

Lee and Rosenblatt's (1996) Th,ree Scenarios:

scenario 1 : To satisfy ar-r- the demand f or D uni_ts, more
than D units wourd have to be ordered per period so that,
after the damaged or defective items have been discarded,
enough items wilr- be left to satisfy alJ- the demand.

scenario 2: The damaged or defective items are discarded
and not sold. Hence, if the firm has ordered D units per
period, l-ess than D units of demand would be actuarJ-y
satisfied. The unsatisfied demand wour_d incur a certain
shortage cost ($s per unit) to the firm.
scenario 3: rn scenarios r- and 2, damaged or defective
items are assumed to be visible or easily identifiabr_er so
that they can be discarded and not be sord to customers. rn
some circumstances, however, defective items cannot be
identified without an extensive inspection procedure.
without inspection, the firm can be assured to ord.er and
serr D units per period. A cost is, however, incurred for
each defective i_tem soId.
MODEL

Due to inflation it will be assumed that

A1 (t) = A1o eKt and A2 (t) : A2o eKt
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where Ato and A20 are the set up costs at time zero for the
buyer and the vend.or

Similarly,

c1 (t) : C1o eKt and C2 (t) : C2o .*a

P(t) : Po tKt

where cto is cost per unit at time zero and czo is unit

production cost at time zero and po is the selr_ing price at
time zero.

As in the s-K model, the forrowing demand function
is assumed to refrect the advertising and price effects:

D = aN/p" (t)
(here e is the elasticity s ) 1 and a > O).

A1so, the pricing po]-icies for the buyer and the vend.or can
be wrj-tten as Buzacott (1975):

(i) PÍ.1 : À1 c1 (t) : Lz C2ft), (2)

with L, * 7u, and C1 (r) r C2 (t) .

(ii) p(t) : C1 (t) + pr : C2(r) * pz ;

here P, and p, are constants.
d.C, =b, *"t/

QÏ

Cr=br*O'/
QÏ

(3)

(4)
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with br, b, > 0; and represent the economies of scal_e
d,

d
d,-

0Ï

effects

the same

for buyer and

sign.

For the sake

cost h (t, t+1-)

vendor; dr, d2 and f are constants of

of simplicity it is assumed that the
is identical for the buyer and theholding

vendor. Also, note that p < D, C2 1 Ct and e/ T : l_.

The net profit functions of the s-K mod.el for buyer
and vendor are given below where both the buyer and vendor
are advertising their product

zo = D(p - ci) - apo - uclD -10,, crh + oro or] (6)

and

zu:D(\cr-cr) - qpD - ErD crh +'r'orl ,r,

The optimal quantities would be

Qo=

and

Q., :
-dr*

Lee and Rosenblatt ( j.995) recognized the probJ_ems

and inconsistencies associated with the s-K mod.el_ and

re-formulated it in terms of three different scenarios. The

three different scenarios from the buyer's and the vend.or,s

-lo'ro'^

40
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perspective are summarj_zed in Tabl_e I.

The effect
S-K model and the

Tables II, fII and

(a)

of inflation on different model_s Ie.g.the
three scenarios above I are presented in
IV under two common price pol j-cies.

item bought at

selling price

is to be set

ff C (t) is the purchase cost of an

time t then this guidel_ine requires that the
of the item if sold during the period (trt+1)
at

(À>o;

the S-K

e.g. (1)

P(t't+1¡ : (l-+m)C(t)

: l"c tt)

m is the allowable mark up) .

The net profit function over the intervat (Orf,¡ of
modei- with infi-ation would be, e.g. by substituting
, (2) and (4):

-aNoø=T -ut l+ o [0,- +) H("o-r)'(l-1) - gaN

Similarly we can have net profit function
scenario from buyer and vendor perspective.
order quantities are summarized in Table rI.

for different

The optimal

41



(b)

In this case the price p (t, t+1) is set at p (t+1 ¡ :
c(t) + P.

The optimal quantities are summarized in Table rrr and rv.
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coNcLUSTONS

rn this chapter hre summarized model_s f rom the
buyer's and vend.or's perspectives that incorporate
inflati-onary trends ¡ êffects of advertising, price
erasti-city and economies of scale. The models are presented
under two pri-ce policies in which the moders rer-ated to the
first price policy (fixed mark-up on purchase cost) are
simpler than the models rer-ated to the second price policy (

fixed amount over purchase cost) . Special cases can also be

considered, e.g., if the infrationary trend is ze.o the s-K
model and the three different scenarios r-ead to their
originai- economic order quantities.
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Table I: Optimal order

buyer's

quantity (without inflation) from the
and the vendor's perspectives.

Buyerrs Case Vendorts Case

Scenario 1:

z z:D (1 -u ) p-D c1-crpD-uso-[þ"rn-+] z z:D (1 -u) p-D cr-crpD-usr-[þå"r^.'?]

-dr+@
b2

,,:o[+] - apD -{+ec,h +rfo},,:"[*] - opD -{þ*",r.ufu}

-d,.* 2AraN/h À, {r-u) -dr*
b,. Q., :

Scenario

^ _ :gr.J2aN (Arbr-usdr) /h ì.1b1uo: -r,

Scenario 3:

Zr:D (p-cr) -apo-uro-frfo"rn - 5o 
]

Q., :

Z.:D (p-cr) -apo-u""-[++.rn * Þo 
]

2P.A2b2/h ( 1-u)
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Table rr: optimal order quantity from the buyer's and the vendor,s
perspectíves

Buyer I s Case Vendor's Case

S-K Model:

-dr*a.:D

Q,:

Qr:

Q., :
-dr*

-dr* ob2/H S (1-U)

Scenario 1:

lJ1

Scenario 2:

-dr*

rT"- d,. * V 2A1o aN/H I, {t-u) s': Q,. :

b,. Q,:
-dr+

b-
2

-dr+
b,

Scenario 3:

-dr*

b,. Q,:

2aN (Aro b, - Usdr)

HÀ"b. s2

2aN (Aro

Hl,rbrs2

where g: (eKi,-1)
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Tabl-e III: Economic Order Quantity from the Buyer,s perspective

S-K Model:

0;:

Scenario 1:

d1M +

91 :

Scenario 2z

dru +
a;:

Scenario 3:

-ort* r, 1

bro

o1*' - o I alrrs'-

I oþ,s'

¡s- (Prdr * Aro brs + AloPi) ]
br0

tr" (Prdr - usdrs * Aro brs + o.orr) ]o1*'- o

-drM+ o1*'- o et (Prdr - uvdrs * Àrob1s + oropr) ]I ofr,s'

bro

0; :
bro

where M:brS3+prs2

/
. P.

0 = b,g' -,. -J s + 2prs2,b,

S:(eKr,_l_)
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Tabl-e rV: Economic order (Lot size) from the vend,or's Perspective

S-K Model:

Scenario 1:

- drs2+ tool - r I a1s' ffi¡ (Pzdz + A2ob2s + aroer) J

(P 
zdz

ol :
brT

Scenario

ô"--2

Scenario 3:

ol :

2:

- # (Pzdz * pr'ro + Arobrs - usd2s) ]

tnol, - r [ojs' # (pzdz * prAro+ A2ob2s - urrarsl ]

T
P^:*s+s'
b,

(eKr - 1)

brT

where
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CE.APrER 4

FROM BIryER'S ÀIID VENDORIS PERSPECTT\/E

There is extensive Iiterature avai_labl_e

buyer should deverop poricies for replenishment of

order to minímize his inventory related-costs. For

Hadley and Whitin (1963); Chase and Aquilano (Ig77)

on how a

stock in

exampJ_e

; Silver

and Perterson (1985) . Since the early work of Goyal_ (Igj7)
and Dolan (L97B) a number of researchers have formul_ated

models from a vendorrs perspective to determine the optima]_

order quantity. These include Monahan (1984), Banerjee
(1986 at b), Rosenblatt and Lee (i.995), Lar and staelin
(l-984), Dada and Shrikanth (1987) and Goya1 (1987) .

Monahan ( l- 98 4 ) argued that the vend.or ' s order
processing and manufacturing set-up cost per order is larger
than the purchaser's fixed order processing cost i.e. if
the buyer adopts his e as the order quantity for minimizing
his total- inventory-rerated costs, the supplier íncurs a

significant cost penarty resulting primarity from too
frequent orders. Monahan (1994) suggested that by reducing
the price of the items through quantity discount, the vendor

can entice his major customers to increase his present ord.er

size by a factor of K.

Banerjee (1986 ) showed that Monahan's (l-9g4) model_
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is limited to the case that the vendor buys from another
supplier. He extended this model by incorporatÍng vendor,s
inventory carrying cost and demonstrated its equivalence
with a joint economic l-ot size (.TELS) approach suggested
earlier by Banerjee (1986 a) . Lee and Rosenbtatt (j.9g6)
examined the joint problem ( buyer and supplier ) of ordering
and offering price discount. They generalized
Monahan's(1984) model by imposing constraints on the amount

of price discount that can be offered to the buyer and by
introduci-ng a l-ink where the potential benefit to the
supprier in offering quantity discount is to arter a pattern
of orders pÌaced by the buyer which may reduce the
supplier's opportunity cost of hol_ding inventory.

Lal and Staelin (j.984) also proposed a pricing
discount structure in the situations in which (1) the
seller's product does not represent a major component of
the buyer 's final product , (2) the demand for the product
is derived, and (3) the price is only one of the many

factors to consider in making a purchase decision Recentry
Dada and Srikanth (L987) extended LaI and Staelin's model by
relating the assumption on the relative values of the
parameter. Their model arlows the buyer inventory carrying
cost and then let the joint cost of the system depend on the
pricing scheme.

Banerjee (1986) developed a joint economic l_ot size
(JELS) model for a special case where a vend.or produces two

orders for a purchaser on a lot per lot basis under
deterministic conditions. He proposed a joint optimaJ_
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ordering poricy which can be beneficiar for both parties (

the buyer and the supplier) and, at r-east, does not pJ_ace

either at a disadvantage. Banerjee overlooked in his
formulation the following issues. First there should be

some constraints imposed in order to determine economic lot
síze from the vendor's or from the buyer's perspective
Banerjee (l-986 arb) developed his moder und.er the condition
that the vendor's objective is to maximize profits and the
buyerrs objective is to mínimize costs. However, in the
real worl-d this situation is unlikery to occur. Generalry
vendor's objective is to maximize profits subject to the
maximum cost the buyer may be prepared to i_ncur and the
buyer's objective should be to minimize costs subject to the
minimum prof its acceptable to the vend.or. Baner jee and

others ignored thses and other constraint.s such as fl_oor
space available and the maximum number of ord.ers all_owed.

This is a special case of the model discussed in this
chapter.

second, if there is a situation where the holding
and set up costs for the buyer and the vendor are fj-xed, and

some values of costs and profits are also known to them,

then according to JELS the optimal order quantity for buyer
or vendor would not change even if there is a shift in the
costs and profits.

The purpose of this chapter is to generalize
Banerjeers model by addressing the two issues mentioned

above. The above stated constraints are imposed on the model

and vre show that the optimal order quantity depends on the
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holding cost and set up cost of the vend.or and the buyer
respectively. First¡ üsing Kuhn-Tucker (L95j_) conditíons¡ wê

deverop a buyer/ vendor relationshíp by which the buyer,s
optimar order quantity can be found if the vend.or's optimal
production quantity is known or vice versa. Then we develop
a buyer/vendor inventory frontier by using a l_inear
prog'ramming approach. Finarry, vre provide a numerical_

example to illustrate the relationship. we arso appfy
sensitivity analysis to estabrish a functionar rel_ationship
through the Lagrangian multipliers.
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i.e.ne.

Let us assume that there is one buyer and one

supplier (vendor) in the market. The buyer fol_lows an

economic order quantity policy and all the rel_evant
assumptions, as described below, hol-d: uniform d.eterministic
demand, no shortages, constant. read time for the supprier
and the buyer, and a supplier's production rate which is
greater than the demand rate for the product lsee sirver and

Peterson (1985) and Banerjee (1996 b) I .

BUYER'S PERSPECTT\¡E

The buyer's ob jective is to minimize his tot.ar-
inventory related cost with respect to the supprier,s

prof its (Baner jee ( l- 984 b) ) (there may be some other
constraints such as available floor space and maximum order
quantity) . Thís can be expressed as the folrowing non

l-inear program(NLp) :

Minimize TCr

subject to II2 à B t

Here B is the minimum profit acceptable to the supplier,

whose aim is that this profit (fI2)

or equal to minimum profit (B),

D^
++ +u

0t 2

should be greater than

Hrc, ( 1)TC, = C,D
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is a nonlinear strictly convex function and

fl, = DM2C; A2D/Q -D\czQ/zR - DC, (2)

is a nonlinear and strictly concave function, i.e. the l_ocar

minimum is a globar minimum. Therefore, in order to sol_ve

the above NLp probremr w€ can appfy the Lagrangian
multiplier approach. We write accordingJ_y:

TCr : L(Q, p) : crD + DA|/Q + Q HrC:]/2 p [DM2c1

AID/Q - DCz - DQ H2C2/2R - B) (3)

(here p is the Lagrangj-an multiprier or dual variabl-e or
marginal val-ue) . Usj_ng the Kuhn-Tucker (1951_) conditions we

get :

ðlD1DD
ãQ 

= - 
;ft* ã H,ct- uo/r*u * (H2c2) = o

and
ðfDc)
- = DM,c - 

-"-D * Hrcr- Dc2 > BâP ' Q¿ 2R

(4 )

(s)

From the complementary condition we see that, if !t: o ,then

DM2c1- þr- H Hrcr- B > o

is not truer so that we must have p >O and

DDQ
D-M^C.- 

- 
A - 

-H 
C - DC - B = 0r27 0 2R 2-2 --2

Equation (4) leads to
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Qb=

The value of tt can be found from equation (7) by

substituting the value of

quadratic equation (6) .

Qb obtained by solving the

2D (A 
1+ 

pA2)

D
H.C.+ tl ;- H^C^I ¿ K ¿¿

(DM2C1-B-DC2) t

R t,.,

(7)

Qo= (B)

PART]CULAR CASES

(i)

(ii¡

(iii)

(iv)

If A1 and H1 are both zero, then equation (j) is

equival-ent to Baner jee's [1986 a, b] formul_a.

If H1, A1 and H2 are aII zero, eguation (3)

represents Monahanrs I19B4l formul_a.

If we consider

the standard

(1981) I .

From equation (8)we see that eb

only if

It : 0, equation (7) is equj-vatent to

EOQ formula IChase and Aquilano

wouLd be positive

(DM2C1- B - DC2)
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(v) If p : ! | then equation (j ) is equivalent. to
Baner jee's .IELS

VENDORIS PERSPECTTVE

The vendor's objective is to maxímize his total
profit subject to the buyer,s cost. The NLp model_ from the
vendorrs perspective can be expressed as:

Maximize lI2

subject to TCr

Here K is the maximum cost which is acceptable to the
buyer ,whose aim is that the total- inventory related costs

(Tc1) shoul-d be less than or equal to maximum cost (K).

The functions TC1 and lI2 are the same as given in the

buyer's perspective. we can appry again the Lagrangian
mul-tipJ-ier technique and obtain:

lI, = ,(Q, b) = DMrcr- + - r * H2c2- Dcz

D

P lcro +]o,- +Hlcl -Kl (e)

(here B is the Lagrangian mul_tiplier) . Using the
Kuhn-Tucker (1951-) conditions we g.et

* =å o,- * t,.,-B +o,-På H,c, =o
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and

CD +
1

is not true.

p

c
1

c1D +*o,* !rr.,- * s

,cr- K

and

A-+qnc- K = or 211

âr=
ap

(1a ¡

( 11)

:0,

(L2)

(13 )

From the complementary condition we see that, ifp

So

D a-* 9H
012

¡ *L
0

should satisfy equation (6)

From equat.ion (B) we qet :

zo (e, + Fer)

D

i- tra, + þHrCr

-

(K - C1p) + ./ {cro - K) - 2DAlHiC1

11

The value of P can be found from equation (1a¡ by

substituting the val_ue of e*, obtained by solving the

quadratic equation (I2)

Qu=
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All particular cases

(7) and (B) for the

equations (9), (14) and

discussed above for equations (3),

buyer I s case are appficable for
(15) a1so.

PERSPECTIVE

A comparison of equations (2) and (B) above shows

that, for positive value of p and p, e5 and e' will be equal

if I,t and p are reciprocal, that is:

t_tl=prr p= i (or l, Qo = Qu (16)

This implies

the value of

determine the

that if vre know the value of p we can find

p and then, with equation (7), we can

optimal value of the buyer,s order quantity.

similarly if r^¡e know the val-ue of þ, we can get the

vendorrs optimar production quantity from equation (15).
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An inventory frontier (FF') represent the trend of
the relationship between buyer's costs and vendorrs profits
for fixed hording, set-up and purchasing costs. rt can be

presented graphicarly by Figure-1. Each point on this
frontier shows the buyer's minimum totar costs and the
vendorrs maximum profits in rel_ation to other points which
are not on the frontier (i.e. , on the R. H. s. of the
frontier) An inventory frontier is herpful in making
decisions in the sense that, wi-th given hording, set-up

and purchasing costs, the buyer and the vend.or can decide
about their minimum and maximum possible costs and profits
under a given market situation.

PROPERTTES

(i) The inventory frontier(as shown in Figure-I)
nature of the vendor's
functions.

is a strictly concave curve. Because of the quadratic
profit and the buyer's cost

(ii¡

(iii)

The rel-ationship p : 1/p holds on the frontier.
Like the production frontier lBaker et aI (1984)],the inventory frontier has regions of increasingcost and decreasing return to scale.
An inventory frontier defines constant hoJ-ding,purchasing and set up costs for both vendor arrobuyer.

( iv)
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rn Figure-1 FF' i-s an inventory frontier. point A

below this frontier is associated with some amounts of the
buyer's inventory related cost and the vendor's profits.
The objective of the buyer is to minimize his costs and that
of the vendor is to maximi-ze his profits. To do so¡ the
buyer wourd tend to move towards the frontier in the

direction Ac' under the assumption that the vend.or,s
profits wourd be constant. This can be expressed. as l-inear

programming problem. Let Ho denote the amount of the buyer's

costs which can be minimized by keeping the vendor's profit

constant. Tte and Ttj correspond to the buyer's actuaL

inventory rel-ated costs on the frontier. llro and IIzj
correspond to vendorrs actuar profits on the inventory

frontier. Then,

the points on the

Mini¡nize

subject to

with reLative weight" aj associated with

frontierr wê have the l_j-near program:

À

aTj 1j

ui [,

i",
l=1

S HoT,.

j s [ro (17 ¡

_1_I

A

HA, Va¡ à 0 j : 1't 2, t Tlt

Similar1y, the vendor will_ tend to move from point

towards the frontier in the direction AC ín order to
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maxi-mize his prof it sub ject to the buyer's constant
inventory related costs. This can also be expressed in the

form of an L.p. probrem by letting Hg denote the amount of
vendorrs profits, which can be maximized by keeping the
buyerrs cost constant (as wilr be shown later, these points
c' and c can al-so be obtained using the equations deri-ved in
the l-ast section) :

Maximize

subject to

-

-1--L

T
1À

Hril, 
o

HB, Vai à O -l-l^J - Lt ¿t n

A NUMERTCAL EXAMPLE:

For the purpose of ir-r-ustration, suppose that a

supplier produces a certain product to furfil periodic
orders from a singre buyer. The foJ-lowing data are
avail-abl-e:

H
B

-ñcl ,tj 1j

a.[I .f ¿)
n

I",
l=I

(18 )

D

H1

À1

R

H2

A2

500 units,

$ 0.4/Ç/year,

$ 65.00,

800 units

$ 0.3/$ /year

$ 60.00
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$

$

B

K

c1

M2

We

Khun-Tucker

$ 40.0 / unit,

0.8

2926.r

21034 .7I

c2 $ 25.0 / unit

the f ormul_at ion

Substituting the

first use

condit ions
derived using

above data in

equation (8), r^¡e can calculate Qb : 75.64

tl 0.8.

Qr, : 75.65

substitution in equation (7), gives

usi-ng equation (15), we can calcul_ate

being sustituted in equatj-on (l_4) yields p : 1,.25

which on

Similarly,

which, on

. We find

that these

( equat ion

valj-dity of

rt
formulat ion

values of U. and p satisfy the relationship F = 1/p

( 16) which vras d.erived earlier) , showing the
the formulation.

is, however, important to note
yields meanj-ngfu1 resul_ts only

that this
for certain

ranges of values of the Lagrangian mur-t.ipliers p and p.

we have calculated the values of B/ K, the optimar economic

quantities f or buyer and vend.or (i.e., Qu and err) for a

variety of val-ues of tl and P between -l- .5 and 15 . o .

A critical- examination of raw data reveal_ed that for the
same optimal economic quantities both for buyer and vendor,
an efficient inventory frontier (a plot between K and B as
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shovrn in Figure-2) Ís obtained only for positíve values of !r

and Ê.

Now, consider a point A (Figure- 2) on the R.H.S.

of the inventory frontier at which the buyer's inventory
rerated costs (K) and the vend.or's profits (B) are known

(B : 291'4-46t K : 21"073.59) . By using the above data and

the formulation of last section, r^re can calcurate the values
of the buyerrs inventory related costs (K) at point c'
on the frontier (keeping the vend.or's profits constant) as

well as the vendor's profits (B) at point c on the
frontier (keeping the buyer's inventory rel-ated costs
constant )

highlighted.
These values are given in Table-j_ and are

Using the data (K, B) on the inventory frontier
(Figure-2 ) and the formuration of this section, solution
of the two l-inear programming problems using LrNDo yierds
the same values of the buyer's inventory related costs at
point C' and the vendorrs profits at point C

by the formulation of section f (Table -1) .

as obtained
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one of the major probrems for the supplier (vendor)

in implementing a policy of keeping an optimar inventory,
while maximi zing prof its as outr-i-ned above , is the
difficurty of properly estimating the relevant cost
parameters pertaining to the customer (buyer) . whir_e the

values of the parameters D1, R, A2, H2 and c2 are usualry
known to the vend.or, the buyer may be reluctant to revear

information concerning his cost parameters A1 and H1.

However, to use the model presented above individuar
knowredge of these two parameters is not realì_y necessary
for the suppJ-ier some estimate of buyer's inventory
related costs which are reflected in K is usually
sufficient. rf the supprier has dear-t with the buyer in the
recent past, he may take the buyer's inventory related costs
from the buyer I s recent economic ordering behavior.
otherwise, the supprier may attempt to extract from the
buyer some information concerning his EOe by quoting a

hypothetical or trial price as a part of the normal

negotiation process, so that the value of A1 and H1 
, and

thehence the value of K

hypothetical- order size.
r cârl then be computed from

However, as the supplier's estimate of A1 and H1

and, hence, K may be in error, the

inventory model_ to such errors must be

example cited in the last section,

sensitivity of the

examined. For the

hre calculated the
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vendor's profit B is for various values of K obtained by

varyJ-ng the val_ues of

the weIl as vend.or's

Figures 3 and 4. In

buyer (Hr)

and A2 are

and production set up

varied while Hl and

important observations

costs, of buyer and vendor are

kept constant. The following

made from Figrure-3:

41, H1 and Az, H2 (the buyer's as

costs ) . The resul-ts are plotted in
Figure-3, the holding costs of the

and of the vendor (Hz) are varied whil_e A1

kept constant. fn Figure-4, the ordering (Ar)

(Az )

H, are

can be

The vendor's actual gross profits far exceed his
goal (curve lt for A1 : 65, H1 : 0.4, A2 :
60, H2 0.3) if he underestímates the buyer,s
holding costs as well as his or^rn hording costs by
10% (curve 2, A1 : 65, H1 : O .3,
A2 : 60, H2 : 0.2). In this case the entire
inventory frontier moves up in a parallel fashion.

ii) The vendorrs actual profits falt far below his goal
if he overestimates the holding costs (Ht, Hù by

l-0% (notice the paralrel down movement of the
inventory frontier represented by curve 3 in this
case).

iii ) By over estimating the buyer r s hold.ing costs and
underestimating his o\ârn holding costs both by ,.O.",

the vendor overestimates his actuar profits (compare
curve 4 with curve l-) and the shape of the inventory
frontier is changed.

i)
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By underestimating buyer's hording costs by 10å and
keeping his own hording costs constant, the vendor
onry marginally increases his profits above his goal
(compare curve 5 with curve 1) and the shape of the
inventory frontier is somewhat changed.

The above four observations suggest that, given the
vendor's holding costs, hÍs estimated profits are
inversely related to the buyer's holding costs/
i. e. , his profits are overestimated if he
underestimates the buyer's hording costs and vice
versa.

A critical examinatÍon of figure 4 shows that the
variations in the vendorrs profits are exactly simir_ar in

nature to the varÍations j_n the buyer's ordering (Ar )

iv)

OI

the vendor I s

holding costs

set-up (AZ) costs and to variations i_n their

H1 and H2 However. the extent of these

variations 41, A2 is much smarrer compared to that of the

v)

variations wíth H1, HZ.

fn general, for the vend.or I s

related costs the model i-s more sensit

constant inventory

ive to the buyer's

holding cost" (Hf) than to his ordering costs (Ar) . We

may also comment here that , if the vend.or is not careful in,

ùcorrectly

only will-

overprice

estimating buyer, inventory rel_ated costs, not

he wrongly estimate his profits but

or underprice his selling costs.

he may grossJ_y

ïn order to see the trend of deviation of ev and
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Q5r we can use

percentage profit

equation (2 ) , and express

penalty (PPP) as

the vendor I s

rr,(QJ - rl(a)
PPP= '' Ë ,= ,''-" x 100rb(q)

Here we use a quantity Qrr' which deviates from eo. according

to the fol-lowing relation:

Qrr' = (1-+dp) Qu.,

that is, the percentage deviation of err' from ev is dp

A1so, if we define Qb' simitar

percentage cost penalty (pcp) is

to err, , the buyer's

PCP =
rcr(g) - rcr(Qb)

x 100rcr(g)

Figure 5 shows how the plot of the vendor's(ppp)

and the buyer's(pCp) against the dp(percentage deviation)
indicates that even for values of dp significantly different
from zero the associated profit and cost penalties are quite

smalI; especially, when the deviations are positive, the
penal-ties are negligible.
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CONCLUSION

rn this chapter a more generalized theory of
economic order quantity is developed which takes into
account the buyer's as wel-I as the vendorrs perspective.
Al-so the crassical Eoer Baner jee's (l-986 b, a) and

Monahanrs (1984) formulas are shown to be special cases of
the generalized economic ord.er quantities. Moreover, a

relationship is al-so deveroped between the vend.or's and

buyer's economic order quantities by using two different
approaches. This is demonstrated by considering a numerical
example and, also, by implementing sensitivity anarysis.
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At point C'

TABLE - 1

At point

Qv : Qb : 7L.96 Q.,r:Qb:88.07

2914.O = 2952 .95

2L027 .33 210'7 3.59

P :0.5, P :

P = 
l/p holds

Lr :2.5, p 0.4

lr = 
l/p hotds

2.0

6B



o
o.
.D

b
b

buye/s cosi

Flgure-1
Relatlonshlp behreen vendor,s profit
and buye/s cost
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CEÀPTER-5

A OUAI{¡TTTY DISCOT'I{¡IT MODEL TO TNCRE,JASE

\ZENDOR'S PROFITS ÀI{D DECREÀSE BIIYERIS COSTS

In the past few years the research in inventory

control- systems has concentrated on developing quantity
discount schedules from the vendor's perspective. Monahanrs

(1-984) model- provides an optimal quantity pricing discount

schedure when the buyer is a sole or a major buyer of a

suppJ-ier. He showed that, by appropriatery setting the
price, the supplier can always improve his profit. Lee and

Rosenblatt (l-986 a) generalized Monahan's(1984) model by

(i) explicitry incorporating constraints imposed on the
amount of discount that can be offered to a buyer and (ii¡
reraxing the impricit assumption of a lot for lot policy
adopted by the supplier. Banerjee(1986 a) also extended

Monahanr s ( 1 984 ) model by incorporating the vendor' s

inventory-carrying cost and showed his model is equivalent
to a joint economic rot size model suggested by him earlier
(Banerjee 1-986b ) .

Lal and Staelin (f984) suggested a model for an

optimal discount pricing poricy for the case that the

sel-l-er's product does not represent a major component of the

buyerrs final product, that the discount for the product is
derived, or that the price is only one of many factors
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considered in making a purchase decision. Their model is
based on mj-nimizing joint (buyer-se1ler) system cost. They

also provide a mechanism for the seller to pass on as much

of the cost saving to the buyer as desired. Dada and

srikanth (l-987) generalized LaI and stael-in rs (1984) moder

by reraxing their assumptions regarding the rel_a-,ive value

of the parameters and allowing the inventory-carrying cost

to be a function of price.

Recently GoyaI (1987) criticized Lee and

Rosenbl-att's (1986) work. He suggested that the restriction
on the amount of price discount offered by a supptier to
his sole buyer seems unreasonable when, in all J_ikelihood,

the objective of the suppJ-ier is to increase his own

profit. He suggested that a higher discount and purchase

price may possibly lead to greater economy for the suppì_ier.

rn reviewing the above literature it appears that nobody has

considered the more plausibre situation in which the model

is viewed from'the supprier(vendor's) perspective as wel_r as

from the buyerrs perspective.

fn order to develop the buyer-supplier models, the

bal-ance of power between the two group must be understood.

For exampre, arthough the increase in price or the reduction
in quality gives suppJ-j-ers a bargaining power which a1l-ows

them to extract greater profits, the buyer cannot simpl_y

pass on the additional costs. on the other hand, if the

buyers have alternate sources of supply or can substitute
material-s, they have an effective means of appfying
counter-pressure. when the supplier is dependent on onry
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a few customers or has high fixed costs, he may find
himself at a disadvantage. rn such a situation, his best

poricy shourd be to maximize his profits with respect to an

acceptable buyer's cost level. Similarfy, the buyer can

also minimize his cost with respect to an acceptable

vendor's profit level

This chapter is a first step in this direction.

FROM VENDORIS PERSPECTTVE.

We begin our model with the assumption that the

vendorrs objective is to maximize his profit -subject to the

buyer's previously agreed maximum inventory-related cost.

The vendor I s prof it wíth discount woul-d be the

same as that determined by Lee and Rosenblattrs equatj-on (3)

except for the hording cost if we consider the vendor to be

a manufacturer also. The buyer's inventory-rerated cost

with discount is simil-ar to that given by Monahan,s

equation (4). rf we denote the mutually agreed on maximum

acceptable buyerrs cost by 1, the non-linear progrram (NLp)

would be

Maximize flr=DMrCi-Dd(K) -DAr-
l(KQ

KQC^H^
(k-1) É'

subject to
c,.D lt *(u-rt'zzzn)]5

(1)

2A1C1H1D
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rf d (K) is the per unit dollar discount offered when the
buyer orders K times his current order size,

d(K) = .,FAJfj/D- (x-t,t2/zx

Monahan refers to this value as the "practical,' break-even

discountr âs opposed to the "exact" d.iscount that should be

given, which is slightly smaller (equation (7) of Monahan)

After substituting the value of d (K) the above NLp probrem

becomes:

(2t

Max

s.t.

C1D +

Let0bea

applying the

r^¡e get:

rx-u'ztzxf -

( tr-r t'rz,,J) 3

KQC"H,
D (k-1) ,"

lt+

dual- variable or marginal val_ue. Then, after

Lagrangian multiplj-er approach to solve the NLp

(3)

F (K, o) = DM,c, - t¡r\re¡ R-r)z /zxf k (k-1)Dry

-Q Ic,o+ ÆÞ ß-vtz/zx (4)

i¡[ith the help of Kuhn-Tucker conditions

that

2A1C1HiD
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AlH1C1D/2
dF
dK

(K,0) = l' :l .# (k-r) #
Ir

The optimal value of K, for a given k, is found to be

(5)
1l

- 
-tK2J

'1,

(6)

1

-.=[

]='

tr-Åf-,ol'(1+20) -?
D(k-1¡çnrcr/ zn + fi¡rrcp -ø (1+20

which can be simplified to:

This expression basically shows

optimal profit, the applicability

llris the vend.or's

sensitivity analysis

,.* :
vt q)/É + 2Q+ (k-L) DH2c2lRH1c1]

From (7) vre observe that the optimal varue K* of Kt for a

given k, is a function of i) the set up cost and ii) the
carrying cost of both the buyer and the vendor. rt al_so

depends on the val-ue of Q, the dual variabre or shadow price

of f, which represents the maximum additionar price the
vendor woul-d be willing to pay to increase the discount rate
to maximize profit subject to the buyer's inventory

reLate-cost constraints. It can be shown that, 0=ðil2IAt.

(7)

Tf

of
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on 1 which will increase the vendor's profit. using Kuhn

Tucker (l-951-) conditions again we conclude that the dual

variable (or Lagrangian multiplier) is arways non-negfative:

crD+ (x-tl2 /zx<o

if 0 : 0, then, according

of Kuhn-Tucker ( 195l- )

to the complimentary condition

ClD + [t * ( ÆHfp ß-ttz /zx >o (B)

which is a contradiction and shows the non-binding

constraint. This means that , íf we increase or decrease

the value of L(the buyer's previously agreed cost), the

vendor's profit will be constant which is not true.

rf0>0, then

_("\
/zarcrnro I r* (x-r )' / 2xl t+ðr

ð0=

(x-tt2 /zx)]- t-

C1D + [t *( (x-ttz/zx)]- ,* (x-tl2 / zx=O (9 )

satisfies the non-linear program (3) and shows that the

binding constraint (i.e.that the solution is bound by a cost

constraint ) means the increase or decrease in val-ue of l-

will directl-y affect the vendor r s profit . so we can concLude

that the sÍgn of the dual- variable should always be

posítive.

find the optimal val-ue of Q by solving equationWe

K:

2A1H1ClD

2A1C1H1D

2\C1H1D 2AiH1C1D

(9) for
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AtHf P/2

1-

l
-=[

ll.tt.r.ll;-1
(10 )

Then substj-tuting the value of K in equation (7), T¡¡e obtain

the optj-mal value of 0.

PART]CULAR CASES

(i) If 0: 0, Ct: Cz and R: D i.e., production is

equal to the number of units demanded, which is an

unrealistic and a non-economical situation for the

supplier. Equation (7) is similar to Lee and

Rosenblatt's (1986) optimal discount rate.

(ii) If A : 0 and k 1-t i.e. an order-for-order

policy is used by the supplier, K* in (j) is
reduced to equation (2) , which is the simple

relationship that Monahan has proposed. On the

other hand, if R -) oo with the above conditions,

i.e.the vendor himsetf does not produce but buys

f rom another suppJ-ier, then equation (? ) is
reduced to that for Monahan's optimal discount

rate.

Ifq:0and

constant after

the inventory hoJ-ding costs are

discount, then the average hoJ-ding

and setup cost woul-d be KQD/2R and A2D / Ke

(iii)
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respectively, and equation (?) becomes equíval_ent

to that for Banerjee's(1986) optimal_ discount rate.
This sj-tuation is not possible once d.iscounts are

introduced, since the inventory holding costs are

no longer constant.

For determining the pricing policy for the vendor

which maximizes his own profits, Goyails (L98i ) method j.s

quite interesting. In this chapter, to estabtish the

optimal integer value of k, we will use Goyalrs method.

To simplify our notation we, let

DH^C^¿¿A=1
Mrct

B_
DH2C2

Hrc,

A"
¡ - ---!-t-\

of k the economic value of K : K(k)Then for a given value

is obtained:

K(k) =

Maximízation ot flz is achieved by minimizing the

( 11)

funct ion

Z=K(2Q+A+kB) + t(z,'r
KT i)
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After substitution of equation

equation ( 11) vre get Z: Z (k) :

(10), with K K(k), Ìn

(13 )

If we l-et

,, _ [z(k)]2
^- 2

= ?FA) (L+20) + kB(1 +20) +f,t20+ A) (14 )

minimization of X is achieved by minimizing

r = kB(1+20) +

which is a convex function of k

condition

(1s )

We can get the following

f, oo* ar

k(k-1) . ffH < k(k-l) (16)

rt is interesting to observe here that every varue of k

obtained from (16) will yield a globa1 minimum of r. If A:
0 then equation (16) becomes to Goyal,s (fgBT) condition.
The argorithm for determining the optimal policy is given in
Goyal's (1987) paper.

FROM TITE BUYER I S PERSPECTIVE

If we look at the problem from the buyer's
perspective then the objective would be to minimize

inventory related costs subject to the vend.or's previousry

agreed upon maximum prof it . If r^re denote the vendor's
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mutually agreed upon

NLP for this case is:

I"finimize

subject to

ml_nl_mum acceptable profit by Yt the

C1D + - _,--t,'-l
2Kl

(K-1) 2l DA,

-t

2K I rxo

I'

D

-> vR--Rl

(17 )

nr= DH'C, - 
[

Using Kuhn-Tucker ( l-951-)

discount rate is:

C,H,

condit ions, the buyerrs optimat

- (k-1)

(18 )

here Y is a Lagrangían multj-plier or shadow price for 'Y' .

The interpretation and sign are simil-ar to those for Q as we

díscussed above for the discount rate poricy from the

vendor I s perspective.

Using Kuhn-Tucker (l-951) conditionsr rnre can

derive the following rel-ationship between the Lagrangian

multipliers for the policies viewed from the vendor and

buyer perspectives at the optimal sol-ution.

2A1C1H1D

2A1C1H1D

B3



2q=+ where Q and ï>0

All particular cases as established for equation (7) hotd
for equation (12¡ .

The condition for optj_mal integer value of k

is

cr$ + al
k(k-1) < k(k+l)

B(1 +?

Note that k must be at least equal to 1.
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CONCLUSION

In this chapter hre considered a more realistic
situation from the vendorrs and buyerrs perspective in order

to deverop a generarized optimar quantity discounts that can

l-ower the buyer's costs and maximizes the vendor's profit.
We also present optimal pricing schemes suggested by

Goyal (l- 987 ) .
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CEÀPTER- 6

OPTIIII.AI ORDERTNG OUÐITITY

FOR AI\¡NOUNCED PRICE TNCREiASES

In many situations, a buyer is provided with an

opportunity to place a special order for additional stock

before impending price increase takes effect. rn such

situations, the buyer is faced with a problem of determining

the optimal size of this special order.

Subramanyam and Kumaraswamey(i_981) developed a

model (s-K moder) for determining the economic order
quantity (when no price increase was impending) that takes

into account the effects of factors such as advertising and

the possibility of some of the ord.er items being damaged.

Lee and Rosenbratt (1-986) re-examined and reformurated the

s-K model- under three different scenarios (described l-ater) .

The purpose of this note is to propose a moder to determine

the optimal size of the speciaJ- order when price increase is
announced under the conditions considered by subramanyam and

Kumaraswamy(19B1) and Lee and Rosenblatt (1986) .

fn this chapter we have assumed that the buyer has

an opportunity at the end of the next EOe cycle to make a

purchase at the current price and the future ord.ers wil-I
reflect the price increase (as in Naddor,L966).
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Using S-K Model:

The total inventory related cost

increase is gÍven by:

after the price

rc;= Dc; + d4Dc; + DA1+ QHrcz

and the economic order guantity can be is as follows:

(1)1

2

,6Qz

From equation (1)

rc; (E002) =sMc;D +

lr^P
V qr, (2)

the cost per unit time can be written as:

uc;D + Dc; + (3)

inventory related cost before the priceSimil-arly the total

increase is:

rci : Dc: +ü,MDc'1 L -1
A-D i

+ uDcl * i-+ j oH'ci (4)

If the current order quantity

last for Q/D year. The averagie

is Q/2.tn order to select the

the following expression which

(3) and (4)

F (Q) :uQ (c2- c; )+0 (c2 - c; )+so (c; - c;

is of size Q, then it will-

inventory during this period

value of O we will- maximize

obtained by using equations

Q'c: s.
)M+ ' 'l'2D

2A1DH1C;

2APc;
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and

and

Qopt ft'; -c; )-frci-ci )+ (6)D_+
q c, H,

Now the model and optimal quantity for the three scenarios

using Lee and Rosenblatt approach are presented as fol-rows:

Scenario 1:

To satj-sfy demand for D units, more than D units

would have to be ordered per perj_od so that, after the

damaged or defective items have been discarded, enough items

will- be left to satisfy all the demand. As a result, the
ITCZ becomes:

TC; = 0c; DM QC, H, + (7)+1
2

1

cl H._t1

DAt

Q (1-U)

DC:
¡Z

( 1_u)

¡0Q, =
| ,D\

V qH$-ur

the optimal quantity with announced price is:

(8)

Q^-- = E=,,P, * st'ro(c, - cil*
"ont ci H1 (1-u) H, c1

ÆG, lz r

V tl-ul

88
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Scenario 2z

The damaged or defective items are discarded and

not soId. Hence if the firm has ordered D units per period,

less than D units of demand would be actualry satisfied. The

unsatisfied demand wourd incur a certain shortage cost to

the firm. The total- cost TC2'with price increase and

shortage cost or backorder, ín this case is:

The optimal guantity

s 2s,H Hi 
*,

( 10)

(11)

(r2)

+ (c, -ci )D (l-+us+u,l"l)

rcr=ccjDM+ Dc; +usc;o$ scj 
(Q: s) 'r 

+"'å"' - ?

which gives

EOq =

and

H.!= %Jt
H.

'0qÉ

H-* s
' -s+
Ht ss * H

,.i[,+]'

ãrD

Hrc,

H* s

B9

[ ¡rl'
+ Hlcl 

lrr-- :l

( 13)



i f r¡¡e cons ider s:0 and c[:0 then the equat ion ( i- 3 ) i s

similar to Silver and peterson,s(1985) expression of optimal
quantity.

Scenario 3:

rn scenarios 1 and 2 damaged or defective items are

assumed to be visible or easíIy identifiabler so that they
can be discarded and not be sold to customers. rn some

circumstances, however, defective items cannot be identified
without an extensive inspection procedure. I¡üithout

inspection, the firm can be assumed. to order and serl D

units per year. A cost is, however, incurred for each

defective item sold (for repaj-r, servicing, compensation or
liability). The unit cost of serling a damaged or defective
item assumed to be repair cost and act as backorder in t.he

total- cost function and v à M. The total cost function TC2' ,

then becomes:

I
2

H.cl e2 DA-I¿ , 1+-00 (14 )

(15)

we can get

,9Qz

rc; = qc2DM + Dc;+wc;o*j .rc; 
(Q- B)*

tr^P
V'r,

H,.

Hr*v

and

I z¡:D
B- I L

V uc;
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2APHf;

the optirnal quantity would be:

+H

tr* t 
.,r* zq Hr t, 

,r_H, H, v v+H1

I s. 1'

"'; L'iÉ"1 + H,c,

(c;- ci )¡ (l-+uv+ur'í)

Qopt= (17 )

l+,i'

NUMERICAL EXÀMPLE

Let

D:50 0 /year

cr':27ç

c2 ':30$

Ct:O.3 M:0.5å

then

s6e2

Qopt

At:1 ' 5 Hr:0.4ç/Ç/year

s:0.35/S/year

u:0 .353

v:0.9$,/$/year

S-K model Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3

t_l_.1-8 r_3.87 t_7 .078 13 . 693

220.756 249.92 451.96L 273.33L
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coNcLusroN

From the above results it is clear that due to
increase in price the optimal quantity arso increases and

creates cost saving for the buyer, e.gt l-0% íncrease in
unit price causes a one-time procurement quantity of to
increase by almost 95% to 96Z.
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CEÀPTER-7

coNcI,usroNs

In this investigation a new d.imens ion in the
analysis of inventory moders for vend.or and buyer in an

inflationary environment has been introduced. The major

f indíngs of the thesis are as foll-ows:

(i) inventory models from the vendor's perspective have

been developed in an infl-ationary environment for (a)

mul-ti-items under resource constraints and (b) discounts on

all units. optimal quantities are determined with respect to
minimization of total system cost subject to the condition
that H > K.

(ii) Optimat quantities with inflation from buyer's and

vendor's perspective have been determined for general-ized

inventory moders as considered by Lee and Rosenblatt (j-986)

as different scenarios.

(iii) A generalized inventory control- model which considers

the perspective of both the buyer and vendor has been

developed by using two approaches; Lagrangian multipliers

and linear programming.

( iv) A quantity discount model has been d.eveloped to

increase vendor's profits and decrease buyer's costs .

(v) An optimal ordering quantity for announced price

increases has been developed for the different scenarios

considered by Lee and Rosenblatt (l-986) .
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It is hoped that the work reported here would open

ner^¡ f rontiers of inventory research and read to further
investigations.
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SUGGESTTONS FOR FURTHER T,IORK

rn this investigation an attempt has been mad.e to
study various aspects, of inventory management both from

buyer I s and vendor I s perspective in an infrationary
environment, with discount schedules und.er deterministic
demand conditions. Due to the limited scope of this study,

it has not been possible to treat all aspects of inventory
management.There is scope for ext.ension in the folrowing
areas:

(i) Development

infl-ation and in

of

CL

inventory models under variable rates of
more general inflationary environment.

(ii) There is Scope for further refinement and modifications

of deterministic models used in this work by including
stochastic demand and lead time assumptions.

(iii)Market situations other than duopory or birateral-
monopory for one buyer and one vendor considered in this
investigation should be explored. For example, perfect
competition situation (n buyers and m vendors), monopoly

situations (one vendor and n buyers (identical and

non-identical buyer)), monopolistic competition situations
(more than one vendor (producing a substitutable commodity)

and n buyers).

oÃ



( iv) Development of inventory control- model-s f rom a

buyer-vendor perspective using multi-objective programming.

(v) study of the impact of different demand-elasticity
functions on Lee and Rosenblatt's (1986) three scenarios in
analyzing the feasible order quantity from the buyer's and

vendor's perspective by maximizing vendor's profits and

minimizing' buyer's costs.
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